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Adnominal Possession

Adnominal Possession

- An asymmetric relation between two nominals

- One denotes the possessor, the other denotes the possessum

(1) The man‘s house
(2) The wheel of the car

(3) The taste of the wine
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Adnominal Possession

Possession comprises different semantic relations

(1) The man‘s house ownership

(2) The wheel of the car part-whole
(3) The taste of the wine quality

Possession expresses some sort of affiliation between the two nominals
involved.

Across Germanic, various constructions to express such a relation exist. 
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Adnominal Possession in German 

Possessor-DP       Possessum-DP

(1) a.            Das Auto desGEN MannesGEN

b. DesGEN MannesGEN Auto (archaic)

(2) Das Auto PPvon dem Mann

(3) DemDAT Mann seinPOSS Auto

(4) Der Mann hat ein Auto

(5) Das Auto gehört demDAT Mann

(6) Das Auto ist demDAT Mann

(7) Der Peter wäscht dem MannDAT das Auto. 
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Adnominal Possession across Germanic (Delsing 1998) 

Construction Distribution Construction Distribution

hus-et mitt
house-the my

Norw., Ice., Northern Swe. Mutters Haus
mother.Gen house

Ice. proper names, Ger. and
Faroese also kinship terms

mit hus
my house

all Germanic languages
(North Scand.: when
emphatic)

mannen-s hus
man.Gen house

Eng., Standard Dan. Swe. 
and Norw. (group genitive 
possible)

das Haus des Mannes
the.Nom house the.Gen
man.Gen

Standard Ger., Ice. dem Mann sein Haus
the.Dat man his house

Norw. dialects, Dan. (West 
Jutlandic), Dutch and Ger. 
dialects

hus-et till Per
house-the to Per

all Germanic languages
except Dan., Swe., Ice.)

hus-et hans Per
house-the his Per

North Swe., Norw., Ice. 
(proper names and kinship
terms)
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The Possessor Linking Construction (PLC)

DemDAT Mann seinPOSS Auto

Known as: possessor doubling/ possessive dative/ garpe-genitive (…)

àNo doubling (no redundancy)
àNot necessarily dative (Modern Low German)
àNot necessarily genitive (rare in modern varieties)

èPossessor Linking Construction (PLC)

Terminology: Dem Mann  sein Haus

Possessor DP, Possesive element, Possessum DP
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The PLC across Germanic
Ø Widespread among the Germanic languages

Ø Absent from Standard German and Icelandic
àboth languages productively use adnominal genitive for expressing possession

Synchronic Variation in the PLC
(1) Mannen sittRefl hus (Norw)
(2) Huset hans Per (Norw)
(3) demDAT Mann sein Haus (Ger)
(4) dennonNOM Pasturn sien ole(n) Hoot (Mod Low Ger) (quoted from Berg 2013:36)

Ordering: 

The possessor must precede the possessum

Exception à The Norwegian non-reflexive construction in (2) – the possessor must follow the 
possessum
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Diachronic origin of the PLC
Despite a vast amount of literature on possession and the PLC in particular, there are
still a lot of unresolved questions:

Origin of the PLC 
a) Free dative à reanalysis (Paul 1919)
b) Attributive genitive (Weiß 2012)
c) Language contact with Low German for Norwegian (Norde 2012)

• Focus: either reanalysis or change of the categorial status of the possessive element (sein) as
source of the construction

• Weiß (2012) and Fleischer & Schallert (2011) note that reanalysis (dative hypothesis)
is the most widespread à nevertheless it is also very often argued against or at least 
questioned. 
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Status and function of sein in PLC
Another unresolved question à The (categorial) status and specific function of sein

Analyses of sein „outside“ the PLC à Demske (2001)

- Possessive pronoun has its origin in the genitive form of the personal pronoun

- Changed its categorial status to determiner (with an intermediate adjectival state in MHG)

Analyses of sein „inside“ the PLC à Weiß (2012) 

- Based on Demske he assumes sein to have originated as a genitive attribute

- Because sein changed its categorial status, its syntactic position also changed
- Sein as genitive attribute à complement position within a SC
- Sein as determiner à the complement position becomes ‚vacant‘ 

à it can be occupied by a possessor DP à PLC is ‚born‘
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Additional facts to explain
Both Demske‘s (2001) and Weiß‘ (2012) insights provide a good basis for understanding the PLC.

But still not all facts have been taken into account. 

• Why is there an animacy restriction regarding the possessor in the PLC?
• Dem Mann sein Haus
• ??Dem Haus sein Dach

• Why is there a positional restriction in the PLC ? 
• Dem Mann sein Haus
• *sein Haus dem Mann
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This paper
We want to contribute to: 
1) The discussion of the origin of the PLC

2) The categorial status and function of the possessive element sein

3) The positional restriction within the PLC

For this purpose we discuss novel synchronic and diachronic data: 
• From Alemannic (synchronic)

• From Middle Low German (MLG) (diachronic) 

Both varieties offer interesting case studies:
• Both allow genitive case marked PLCs

• No work to date on the PLC in MLG (as far as we know...)
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Alemannic data: SynAlm
Syntax of Alemannic
• The Alemannic data were collected as part of the DFG (German Research 

Foundation) funded project SynAlm.

• Across the Alemannic region, data on various morpho-syntactic phenomena
were collected via questionnaires. 

• Different task types were offered: Judgement (likert scale), decision (yes/no) 
and translation (production).

• The data are connected to geological information, allowing to create maps
with the REDE (regionalsprache.de) SprachGIS.

Judgement task

Translation
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Accessing novel data from MLG
Referenzkorpus Mittelniederdeutsch/Niederrheinisch (1200-1650) (ReN-Team 2019)

• Available for searching via ANNIS: http://annis.corpora.uni-hamburg.de:8080/gui/ren

• Big! 1.45 million words across 145 texts

• Layers of annotation:
- Diplomatic transcription

- Lemmatisation

- POS-tags (HiNTs tagset, Barteld et al. 2018)
- Morphological info (e.g. case, number, gender, person)
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Accessing novel data from MLG
Corpus of Historical Low German (CHLG)

• A new resource for studying MLG syntax

• Aim: to make (some) historical LG texts available for corpus-based syntactic studies
• Smaller! Approx. 200,000 words

• In the very last stages of development!

• Soon searchable via an online interface: https://www.chlg.ugent.be
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Accessing novel data from MLG
Corpus of Historical Low German (CHLG)

• 2 components:

- Old Saxon (HeliPaD, Walkden 2016)
- Middle Low German (Booth et al. 2020)

• Layers of annotation:

- POS-tags (HiNTS, Barteld et al. 2018)

- Morphological information
- Syntactic annotation (Penn standard for historical English, Santorini 2010)
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Accessing novel data from MLG
Corpus of Historical Low German (CHLG)

[In [dem       anbeginne [syns bokes] ] ]

in   the.DAT beginning.DAT his.GEN book.GEN

‘in the beginning of his book‘ (Engelhus)
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Origin of the PLC
Synchronically, the morpho-syntactic properties of the PLC allow for two possible
sources of the construction:

a) a dative construction à animacy, dative marking in most varieties
b) a genitive construction à diachronic evidence, adnominal source

Weiß (2012) argues for a genitive source of the PLC on the basis of MHG data.

• PLCs where the possessor-DP is genitive-marked:

des werdent schoon-er vrouwen ir ougen rôt (MHG)
therefrom become beautiful-Gen women their eyes.NOM red
(Reinmar von Zweter 106, 5 p. 464 quoted from Weiß (2012:278)
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Origin of the PLC
His main observation:
• PLCs with a feminine possessor-DP, which are ambiguous between dative and genitive

d-er bîn ir zagel (MHG, Parzival 297,12 cited from Weiß (2012:282))
the-Dat/Gen bee her  sting

d-er Frau ihr Haus (New High German)
the-Dat/Gen  woman her house

à in principle allows for genitive-marked examples
à free dative as a source is less likely?

Ideally we would want further evidence...
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Origin of the PLC
MLG and modern Alemannic data support the genitive origin of the PLC

Case morphology in MLG (Lasch 1914)

• Fem.sg: syncretic between dative and genitive
• Masc.sg and Neut.sg: distinct marking for dative and genitive

àIf a genitive source is correct, then we expect to find PLCs with possessor-DPs which are
unambiguously genitive-marked (masc/neut)
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Masc. Neut. Fem.

N de, di(e) dat du, de, di(e)

A den(e) dat du, de, di(e)

D dem(e), den dem(e), den der

G des des der



Prenominal Genitive as source of the PLC
MLG Data 

PLCs with masc./neut. genitive-marked possessor-DP:

• Lorins     syn bede was   gar     entwicht
Lorin.GEN his.NOM request.NOM was   even desecrated

‘Lorin’s wish was desecrated’ (ReN: Kortw.-Hist.-Laurin, tokens 5435 - 5447)

• Idt sy doch des       Heren syn Wolgevalle
it be though DEF.GEN sir.GEN his.NOM pleasure.NOM

‘Unless it is the sir’s pleasure’ (ReN: Lauremberg-1652, tokens 15457 - 15469)

• Men wat in  disses Mans     syn Hovet is begrepen
but    what in   this.GEN man.GEN his.ACC head.ACC is understood
‘But whatever in this man’s head is understood’ (ReN: Lauremberg-1652, tokens 25824 - 25836)

• Vortmer geve ik (...) vortmer mertens van der sal siner husfrven iii. marc
furthermore give I           furthermore merten.GEN van  der  sal his.DAT housewife.DAT 3   marks
`Furthermore I give (...) and furthermore Merten van der Sal‘s housewife three marks‘ (CHLG: Stralsund)
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Prenominal Genitive as source of the PLC
MLG Data

Similar constructions with a masc./neut. dative-marked possessor-DP are attested, but majority
allow for a free dative reading:

• Sunder en ridder De   openede em sine      side myt Deme   spere
but a   knight DEM opened      he.DAT his.ACC side.ACC with DEF spear
‘But a knight, he opened his side with the spear.’ (CHLG: Buxtehuder) 

• vnd se     vorwosteden ome al       sin      lant
and they   ravaged he.DAT all.ACC his.ACC land.ACC

‘and they ravaged all his land.’ (CHLG: Engelhus) 

• Dar du   em sijn ere mede mochtes berouen
there you him.DAT his.ACC inheritance.ACC with wish rob
‘with which you wish to rob him of his inheritance’ (CHLG: Spieghel) 
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Prenominal Genitive as source of the PLC
MLG Data

Only sparse examples with a masc./neut. davve-marked possessor-DP which do not allow for a 
free davve reading:

• de   volgeden carle sines willen
they followed Carl.D AT his.G E N will.G E N
‘They followed Carl’s will’ (ReN: Rossiliun-Frag., tokens 3499 - 3511) 

• ek (...) wil dem     manne sinen husfruwen wedder antworden
I             wish D E F.D AT man.D AT his.A C C wife.A C C again answer
‘I (...) wish to answer the man’s wife again’ (ReN: Alexander-Helmst., tokens 4983 - 4999) 

But this may reflect a trend accopanying the gradual erosion of morpholgical case in LG (e.g. 
(Björnheden 1997; Askedal 2005) ...
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Prenominal Genitive as source of the PLC
Modern Alemannic
Genitive in the PLC is still accepted as an option across Alemannic. 
àSentences rated on a scale from 1 (natural) to 5 (not possible) by 991 speakers of Alemannic. 

(1) Des isch des Vadders sin Platz
(2) Des isch dem Vadder sin Platz
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1 2 3 4 5 x

(1) 6,16 % 10,9 % 15,54 % 21,09 % 40,36 % 5,95 %

(2) 71,62% 15,56% 4,43% 2,63% 1,92% 3,94%

No regional pattern regarding rejection/ acceptance



Prenominal Genitive as source of the PLC
Modern Alemannic and Modern LG 

• In varieties which still preserve dative, the possessor-DP is dative-marked:

em Vadder sin Blatz (Alemannic)
DEF.DAT father   his  seat
‘father’s seat’ (SynAlm)

• In other varieties, which have lost all oblique case distinctions like Modern LG the possessor is
non-Nominative marked

dennonNOM Pasturn sien ole(n) Hoot (Mod Low German, Berg 2013:36)
def.NONNOM pastor his old hat
‘the pastor’s old hat’ 

• Generalisation: possessor-DP in PLC is marked with the most oblique case available:

(13) Gen > Dat > Acc > Zero  (Weiß 2008:384)

à This could account for the MLG PLCs with dative-marked posssesors, even allowing for
genitive source, given erosion of genitive is underway
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Interim Summary

25

ØThere are two possible sources for the PLC: 
• free dative (reanalysis)

• adnominal genitive

ØMHG, MLG and Alemannic data point to a genitive source of the PLC:
• In most MHG and MLG examples of the PLC the possessor-DP is either ambiguous

between genitive and dative, or clearly genitive marked

• Alemannic still allows genitive marking within the PLC

• Dative examples can be explained via erosion of case



Positional Restrictions in adnominal Possession
Possessor DP Possessum DP Possessor DP

dem Mann sein Haus

sein Haus *dem Mann

der Frau ihr Haus

ihr Haus *der Frau

des Mannes sein Haus

sein Haus *des Mannes

das Haus des Mannes

das Haus der Frau

des Mannes Haus

*der Frau Haus

26

The ordering of Possessor DP and
Possessum DP shows restrictions
that must be accounted for. 
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Status and function of the possessive element
Observation

• The positional restrictions show that it is not sufficient for the possessive relation to be marked
overtly (by genitive or a possessive determiner)

• The possessive element must be placed between possessor and possessum

• It thus fulfills a double function: 
a) it marks the relation between the two DPs as possessive
b) It functions as a linking element preventing an OCP violation

OCP – obligatory contour principle

Originally a phonological constraint à A similar effect can be found in the syntax
(1) *The house John
(2) The house of John

Richards (2010): it is not possible to linearize two identical nodes
an identity violation can be prevented by „adding structure“ 
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Positional Restrictions in adnominal Possession

Possessor LK Possessum LK Possessor

dem Mann sein Haus

sein Haus *demDAT Mann

der Frau ihr Haus

ihr Haus *derGEN/DAT Frau

des Mannes sein Haus

sein Haus *des Mannes

das Haus desGEN des Mannes

das Haus derGEN der Frau

des Mann -esGEN Haus

*der Frau Haus

Not ungrammatical as
such but when possessor
and pronoun are
coreferential

Ungrammatical – DAT 
cannot fulfill the 
linking function or the 
poss function

Ø It is not the position of Possessor or
Possessum that is restricted

Ø the restrictions follow from the requirement
that the possessive element must appear
between possessor and possessum! 



Positional Restrictions in adnominal Possession
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Further support for possessive linking

(1) *der Frau      Haus (modern German)
the.Dat/Gen woman house

(2)    der vrowe-n moder (CHLG: Arznei)
der.Dat/Gen  woman-Dat/Gen womb

(3)    na vser vrowen daghe (CHLG: Bremen)
after our.Dat/Gen woman-Dat/Gen  day

MLG allows for the construction that is ungrammatical in modern German because
feminine nouns inflect for case

à hence there is a linking element in the required position



Status and function of the possessive element
The possessive marker as a linker
• On the DP level, linkers are generally placed between a modifier and a modified element –

including possessive constructions

• The function of such linkers is a matter of debate:
• case marker, identity avoidance, semantically empty elements (e.g. Ludovico, Manzini & 

Savoia 2015; den Dikken & Singhapreecha 2004; Richards 2010)

• The term linker is not clearly defined but linkers generally have the property
• Of being a functional head appearing between modifier and modified element
• Of (often) being multifunctional elements in the sense that e.g. articles, prepositions or

agreeing elements serve as linkers

• These properties can also be identified for the possessive element sein
è Sein is a functional head between possessor and possessum and it prevents an OCP-
violation in the sense of Richards (2010)
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Summary

Ø New evidence to support the genitive origin of the PLC
• most MLG PLCs have a genitive-marked possessor-DP

• Alemannic has residues of PLCs with genitive-marked possessor DPs

ØPositional restriction is related to the status of sein 

ØSein has two functions
• It marks the possessive relation

• It prevents an identity violation (linker)

31
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Ideas for future work
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Ø Extend the analysis to other (Germanic) languages
• Norwegian PLC with reflexive à binding restrictions

Mannen  sitt hus
man.the REFL house
The man‘s house

Ø Work out the linking hypothesis in possessive constructions in more detail
• Non-Germanic languages

a.    dom tego pan-a         jest stary (Polish)
House.Nom Def.GEN man-GEN  is old

b. ??tego pan-a        dom jest stary
Def.GEN man-GEN house.Nom is old

c.     płyta stoł-u          jest porysowana
top.Nom table-GEN is scratched

d. ??stoł-a          płyta jest porysowana
table-Gen  top.Nom is scratched

à The article only appears with [+human] nouns
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MLG Data

PLCs with feminine possessor-DP which is ambiguious dative/genitive:

• Js eyner vrowen ere man doyt
is indef.DAT/GEN woman.DAT/GEN her.NOM man   dead

‘If a woman’s man is dead...’ (CHLG: Soest)

• Nu   horet wat der             konnigynnen [or harte]       reyt
now  hear what def.DAT/GEN queen.DAT/GEN her.NOM heart.NOM advises
‘Now hear what the Queen’s heart advises’ (ReN: Gand.-Reimchr., tokens 17012 - 17029) 

• an  vnser vrowen aunde erer hemmelvarth
on   our lady.DAT/GEN evening her.DAT/GEN ascension
‘on the evening of our lady‘s ascention‘ (CHLG: Stralsund)


